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Pablo Picasso loved women. Lots of them.  

But as is often the case, his romantic relationships were complicated. And his attitudes toward 

women could be old-fashioned and cruel.  

He married twice but had at least four long-term love affairs that often overlapped with each 

other, with his marriages and with other shorter affairs. 

One lover, Françoise Gilot, quotes the artist saying “there are only two kinds of women: 

goddesses and doormats.” 

Can you imagine if he’d been around today and posted that on Twitter? There would be a 

firestorm of controversy. 

A new exhibition at the Vancouver Art Gallery explores the place where Picasso the artist and 

Picasso the lover meet. Picasso: The Artist and his Muses looks at his work and life through 

the stories of six key women who were his muses and lovers and/or wives: Fernande Olivier, 

Olga Khokhlova, Marie-Thérèse Walter, Dora Maar, Gilot and Jacqueline Roque. 

 

Femme au collier jaune, oil on canvas, 1946, by Pablo Picasso is in the exhibition Picasso: 

The Artist and His Muses at the Vancouver Art Gallery. Vancouver Sun  

http://bit.ly/1WRqe7x


Curator Katharina Beisiegel said the exhibition acknowledges that Picasso drew inspiration 

from numerous other sources, such as Iberian and African masks, dreams, and the 

unconscious as well as processes such as metamorphosis. But Picasso was drawn to particular 

women at certain periods of his life. 

“It is very easy to tell the story of his development as an artist through the portraits of these 

six women,” she said.  

“We focus on these six women because they were his most important long-term relationships. 

There was something like a creative osmosis between Picasso and these women.” 

Beisiegel’s idea is that he seemed to change the women in his life every decade or so because 

of his need to dive into something new. 

“That is a very bold claim and I’m sure that not everyone in the Picasso world will agree with 

me,” she said. 

“But I think these women really were influential. It is kind of a chicken and egg question: Did 

he start to look for new love because he knew he needed something to feed his imagination or 

was it the other way around?” 

 

Bust of a Woman (Dora Maar), oil on canvas, 1938, by Pablo Picasso is part of Picasso: The 

Artist and His Muses. Smithsonian Institution / Vancouver Sun  

Beisiegel works for Art Centre Basel, a non-profit agency made up of art historians and 

curators who develop ideas for art, photography and architecture exhibitions and curate them 

with partner museums such as the VAG. 

“We cannot of course say that just because these women existed Picasso painted a certain 

way,” Beisiegel said in a phone interview from Basel. 

http://www.artcentrebasel.com/
http://bit.ly/1WRqe7x


“We just know that they influenced his pictorial style.” 

Picasso was arguably the most influential artist of the 20th century. Major art textbooks, for 

example, have more illustrations of his work than any other artist of the period. His paintings 

continue to sell for millions of dollars, including one that last year set an all-time record for a 

work of art sold at an auction.  

He was co-creator of the revolutionary art movement known as Cubism, which replaced the 

single point perspective of traditional western art with a more complex view of the world 

from multiple points of view. 

He was both a millionaire and a lifelong Communist who worked for the French Communist 

Party on pro-peace events during the Cold War. 

The Vancouver exhibition, Beisiegel said, explores the female source of Picasso’s artistic 

creativity. 

“Every one of the women has something that signifies,” she said. “You can go through all of 

these women and you can pinpoint something that speaks to their personality and their story.” 

All six women were deeply in love with Picasso. But being with him was no easy matter: 

when he was in a good mood it was like standing in rays of sunshine; when he was in a bad 

mood, like thunder and lightning. 

The women in Picasso’s life knew they were with an artistic genius, which meant being part 

of the “canon of art history,” Beisiegel said. 

The exhibition is organized chronologically based on Picasso’s relationships with each 

woman. Within each section, the works are arranged according to themes to create dialogues 

between works.  

The exhibition includes what Beisiegel describes as “beautiful naturalistic sketches” of 

Olivier. Other sketches of her show Picasso’s visual development toward Cubism culminating 

in an angular, bronze sculpture of her.  



 

Female bather with raised arms, oil on canvas, 1929, by Pablo Picasso. Ken Howie / 

Vancouver Sun  

 “Our goal in the exhibition is to find a balance between the women’s stories and Picasso’s,” 

she said. 

“What we see through his portraits are his ideas of what the women are. You will see, in large 

photographs in the exhibition of those women, that we really want to tell their stories and give 

their relationship a three-dimensional spin.” 

The catalogue accompanying the exhibition includes essays on the six women. Beisiegel 

pointed out that the essay on Khokhlova includes photographs published for the first time. It 

focuses on Khokhlova’s life before she met Picasso, when she was a star ballerina with Sergei 

Diaghilev’s Ballet Russes, the leading ballet company of the era. 

It’s no coincidence that all the essay writers in the catalogue are women. 

“When I put together the catalogue I was looking at finding younger voices to talk about 

Picasso. I like having the idea of having only females,” she said. 

“I think it is interesting to have women write about Picasso — especially on the topic of 

muses and love and relationships. The book and essays lets us know that there is so much 

more to discover about these women.” 

Picasso: The Artist and His Muses at the Vancouver Art Gallery opens Saturday and 

continues to Sunday, Oct. 2. 

http://bit.ly/1WRqe7x


 

A portrait by photographer Lee Miller of the artist Pablo Picasso at the Hotel Vaste Horizon 

in Mougins, France, in 1937.   Lee Miller  

Picasso By The Numbers 

2: The number of his wives: Olga Khokhlova and Jacqueline Roque. 

12: The mean number of illustrations of his art in 33 leading art textbooks, which one study 

says ranks him as the top artist of the 20th century. 

17: The age of Marie-Thérèse Walter when she began her affair with him. (He was 45.) 

21: The age of Françoise Gilot when she started an affair with him. (He was 61.) 

91: His age when he died in 1973. 

$25,000 (US): The price of the 33-volume catalogue of more than 16,000 of his paintings and 

drawings, compiled by Christian Zervos. 

450,000: The number of people who saw the major 1960 Picasso exhibition curated by 

Roland Penrose at the Tate Gallery London, which broke all records for a single artist and led 

the British press to describe the reaction as Picassomania. 

$179,365,000 (US): the final price, including commission, for Women of Algiers (Version O) 

in 2015 at Christie’s New York, which established an all-time record for an artwork sold at 

auction. 

– Sources included Visiting Picasso: The Notebooks and Letters of Roland Penrose, The 

Greatest Artists of the Twentieth Century 
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